Using normalized one-turn resonance-basis Lie generators in conjunction with an action-angle tracking algorithm (nPB tracking), we have been able to better understand the relationship between the dynamic aperture and lattice nonlinearities. Tunes, tune shifts with amplitude and/or energy, and resonance strengths may be freely changed to probe their individual impact on the dynamic aperture. Fast beam-beam simulations can be performed with the inclusion of nonlinear lattice effects. Examples from studies of the PEP-I1 lattices are given.
I. INTRODUCTION
Simple lattice element-by-element tracking for dynamic aperture determination is essential but limited by the fact that information is obtained at only one working point and one set of lattice parameters. Furthermore, inadvertent errors in the lattice and control files can remain undetected. To enhance our understanding of lattice nonlinearities and their relationship with the dynamic aperture, we have developed a set of one-turn mapping procedures that allow us to obtain one-turn resonance-basis Lie generators for circular accelerator nonlinear lattice studies.
Contained in the Lie generators are tune-shift and resonance terms of different orders. These terms can be suitably normalized for comparisons among themselves or with those obtained from one of a series of lattices that are under improvement. Furthermore, by directly taking Poisson bracket expansion of the resonance-basis Lie generators to a suitable order to evaluate the turn-by-turn Lie transformations, one not only can achieve a very fast tracking for dynamic aperture determination to obtain swamp plots (dynamic aperture vs. tune), but also can freely change selected tune-shift or resonance terms to probe their individual impact on the dynamic aperture.
In the following sections these one-turn mapping procedures are described and examples for their applications in PEP-I1 lattice development are presented.
The One-Turn Resonance Basis Map
To obtain resonance basis map for a lattice we first extract a one-turn map at a suitable observation position as a Taylor expansion about the on-momentum closed orbit. In general, we include all lattice nonlinearities. However, we can concentrate on a particular lattice module by inserting a linear lattice for the rest of the ring. We usually consider 2-dimensional maps with a parameter 6 representing the momentum deviation dp/p. Thus, the Taylor map can be expressed as 
NORMALIZATION OF TUNE SHIFT AND
It should be noted that h~, h~, and the action coordinates (J,, J,) in Eq. 5 have the dimensions of emittance while Q , , Q,, and 6 are dimensionless. Therefore, the coefficients in the polynomials h~ and h~ have different dimensions. For convenience in directly using these coefficients for calculating and comparing the RESONANCE COEFFICIENTS 0-7803-3053-6/96/$5 .OO @1996 IEEE tune shift and resonance strength of different crders, we introduce a scaling transformation such that hT = E, hT, hR = 6 , hR, J, = E , J,, and Jy = E , J1/ to obtain the dimensionless oneturn map which, after dropping the symbol : is again given by Eq. 5 except with modified coefficient values. Note that E , is the horizontal emittance, which in PEP-I1 is 48 nm-rad for the HighEnergy Ring (HER) and 64 nm-rad for the the Low-Energy Ring
(LER).
to obtain the required vertical aperture that is sufficient for injection and for vertical blow-up from the beam-beam interaction. Most often we calculate the resonance strength and tune shift along the 10a (10 times the nominal beam size) ellipse r: + 2ri = N 2 with E = 2 and N = 10, where r, = m, and ry = a are radii in the two-dimensional phase-space planes.
A. TUNESHIFT
In our numerical studies for PEP-I1 lattices, we set cy = Using Hamilton's equations and the effective Hamiltonian hT in Eq. 5, one can obtain both horizontal (x) and vertical (y) tune shifts as explicit polynomials in the geometric invariants J , and J, and the chromatic amplitude 6, given by To make comparison of tune shift terms of different order, we usually calculate the maximum of each term along the 10a ellipse.
B. RESONANCES
Since resonance terms (in h~) of higher orders have larger derivatives, thereby causing larger step-sizes in phase space, we prefer to measure the strength of a resonance term by taking its Poisson bracket (PB) with respect to phase space coordinates J,, J,, S,, and 8,. From these PBs we compute the phase-space
We then compute the maximum value of 1 AZl for all possible values of e,, el/, J, , and Jy with the constraint r;
This maximum is what we call the normalized resonance basis coefficient. lA4 = 1 means that the corresponding resonance can at most cause a phase-space motion of la in one turn for a particle on the 1 0~ boundary.
C. A SAMPLE PLOT
Each of the tune shift and resonance terms is uniquely repre- 
IV. nPB TRACKING AND ITS RELIABILITY
The normalized tune shift and resonance coefficients described in the last section can help us indentify a limited number of terms that would degrade the dynamic aperture. To understand deeper and confirm more precisely their individual impacts on the dynamic aperture, we can freely change the corresponding coefficients and then evaluate the updated resonance basis map to see the change of the dynamic aperture.
To evaluate a resonance basis map, we directly take Poisson bracket expansion of theresonance basis Lie generators to a suitable (n) order and so the name of nPB tracking. The procedure of nPB tracking is basically to perform turn-by-turn tracking of the particle phase-space coordinates. This is done by evaluating the one-turn map given by Eq. 2 followed by an update of the particle momentum deviation (6) through an accurate but concise time-of-flight map. Note that in evaluating the Lie transformation, the Lie generator, f = -hT -hR, is kept in the actionangle variable space while the particle phase-space coordinates are always kept in Cartesian coordinates which are considered as functions of the action-angle variables for the Poisson bracket calculation -this is the key to the fast computational speed of the nPB tracking since all the Sines and Cosines can be calculated only once and stored for repeated turn-by-turn tracking [3] .
As to the reliability of the nPB tracking, one may be concerned with the fact that the nPB tracking is not 100% accurate since the map is truncated at a moderate order and not 100% symplectic since one does not carry the Poisson bracket expansion to the infinite order. However, it is well understood that the required accuracy and symplecticity depend on circumstances [4] . For the PEP-I1 lattice dynamic aperture studies (only 1024 turns needed because of synchrotron radiation damping), from numerous tests we have concluded that a loth-order map with 3-Poisson-bracket expansion of the Lie transformation is accurate and symplectic enough. It takes about 1 minute with such a loth-order map, 3PB tracking on a RISC workstation to obtain a dynamic aperture plot at a given working point, which would otherwise have taken a few hours with element-by-element tracking.
V. SWAMP PLOTS FROM nPB TRACKING
The fast computational speed of nPB tracking allows fast calculation of dynamic aperture and so one can obtain a swamp plot for a given lattice in a reasonable time. To obtain a swamp plot with the nPB tracking, one would follow exactly the nPB tracking procedures described in Section IV, except that one would increment the working tunes pz and py, while keeping all other terms in the resonance basis map fixed, to obtain dynamic apertures throughout the tune plane. This is equivalent to using element-by-element tracking and inserting an exactly matched linear trombone to switch the working tunes without further changing the lattice. In our practice, we have generally found such swamp plots very informative. They have helped us in evaluating and improving the PEP-I1 lattices. Occasionally we would check a few spots of a swamp plot against corresponding element-by-element trackings to ensure that there are no surprises.
Some typical PEP-I1 lattice swamp plots can be found in Ref. [5] .
VI. BEAM-BEAM WITH nPB TRACKINGS
The fast speed of the nPB tracking allows one to include the arc lattice as a nonlinear resonance-basis map for beam-beam simulations. To further enhance the tracking speed, one can even drop irrelevant resonance terms. As an example, shown in 
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